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Resolving Sonoluminescence Pulse Width with Time-Correlated Single Photon Counting
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The width of the short light pulses emitted from a single air bubble trapped in a resonant sound field
in degassed water has been measured for the first time using time-correlated single photon counting.
The pulse width at room temperature increases from about 60 ps at low gas concentrations and low
driving pressures to more than 250 ps at high gas concentrations and driving pressures at the upper
sonoluminescence threshold. The pulse shape is nearly Gaussian and is identical in the red and UV
part of the spectrum. [S0031-9007(97)03852-0]

PACS numbers: 78.60.Mq, 43.25.+y, 43.35.+d
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Single bubble sonoluminescence (SBSL), first observ
by Gaitanet al. [1], is the phenomenon of light emission
by a gas bubble trapped in the pressure maximum o
resonant sound field in water. The main difference of th
phenomenon when compared to the light emission of tra
sient cavitation bubbles known for the past 60 years is
high reproducibility and the enormous brightness, whic
makes SBSL a model system for investigating the fund
mental physical mechanisms involved in energy conce
tration and sonochemistry. Until now one of the unsolve
questions of this phenomenon is the width of the emitte
light pulses. Barberet al. [2] estimated the pulse width
from the response of a microchannel plate-photomultipli
tube (MCP-PMT) to the sonoluminescence (SL) pulse
comparison to a 34 ps laser pulse and found that the
pulse is shorter than 50 ps. The authors also reported
increase of the rise time due to the ageing of the wat
but they gave no quantitative values for the pulse width
higher gas concentrations. Moranet al. [3] estimated the
SL pulse width of a single pulse from streak camera me
surements to be less than 12 ps. In this experiment
air bubble was trapped in a 20% glycerine/water mixtu
at 10±C and the emitted light was collected with a glas
fiber connected to the entrance slit of the streak camera

In this paper we demonstrate that time-correlated sing
photon counting (TC-SPC), normally used for fluores
cence lifetime measurements [4], is an ideal method
investigate SBSL pulse width and shape even under e
tremely dim conditions.

To explain the principle behind this method we wil
first describe a normal TC-SPC experiment as it is used
determine fluorescence decay times. A short laser pul
ideally much shorter than the decay time, excites th
sample, and at the same time a fraction of this laser pu
acts as the start signal of a time-to-amplitude convert
(TAC). With a fast multiplier, which stops the TAC,
the time interval between the exciting laser pulse an
the arrival of the first fluorescence photon is measure
This time is stored in a multichannel analyzer (MCA)
Essential for this method now is that the intensity leve
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must be adjusted so that in the average less than 0
fluorescence photon is observed for each laser pulse.
the intensity is too high the obtained decay time will b
too short, because short time intervals are then statistic
preferred. Remember that fluorescence emission is
random event. The probability of the emission of a sing
photon at various times reflects the time resolved dec
for a large number of photons. That means measuring
time interval between the laser pulse and the arrival of t
first emitted photon for a large number of events, typica
105, and storing each time in the MCA reproduces th
time resolved decay. The advantage of this method
the good time resolution of about 10 ps, the low intens
one needs for the detection and the high dynamic ran
Compared to streak camera measurements which al
single shot detection with higher time resolution (2 p
but needs much more intensity, TC-SPC is a sampli
technique, and therefore an essential condition is t
the pulse width is stable within the measuring tim
of several minutes. In contrast to fluorescence lifetim
measurements we start the TAC with a first photon fro
the SL pulse itself and stop it with a second photo
from the same pulse. Because of the same statist
distribution of the start and stop pulses correspondi
to the SL pulse shape one measures in this case
autocorrelation of the pulse shape. Because of the l
intensity required in TC-SPC experiments it is possib
to discriminate different pulse forms in different region
of a broadband optical spectrum. Time and frequen
resolved measurements are, on the other hand, esse
for testing the predictions of the theoretical models und
discussion describing the light emission process in SBS
If, for example, SBSL is simply an adiabatic compressio
followed by blackbody radiation, one would expect th
the pulse width is much larger in the red than in the UV

Figure 1 shows the experimental setup used for t
investigations. The air bubble was trapped in a 250
spherical quartz glass flask which was driven with tw
piezo disks at its resonant frequency at about 20 kH
For the experiments we used filtered demineraliz
© 1997 The American Physical Society 1405
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FIG. 1. Experimental setup for time-correlated single photo
counting (TC-SPC). PMT: photomultiplier tube; CFD: constan
fraction discriminator; F: optical filter; TAC: time-to-amplitude
converter; MCA: multichannel analyzer.

water. The air concentration in the water was controlle
by measuring the O2 concentration with an oximeter.
According to Henry’s law an O2 concentration of, for
example, 1.8 mgyl corresponds to an air concentration o
aboutc`yc0  0.2. The relationship between the air con
centration which can be experimentally controlled and th
equilibrium radiusR0 which is used in most calculations
was first determined by Holt and Gaitan [5]. A theoret
cal treatment of this relationship is given by Hilgenfeld
et al. [6]. Both references also discuss the stabilit
boundaries for SBSL in the gas concentration/drivin
pressure parameter space. The effect of noble gas dop
on SBSL was investigated by Hilleret al. [7]. The ampli-
tude of the driving pressure was determined with a fib
optic probe hydrophone [8]. This type of hydrophone
an absolute ultrasonic wideband reference standard w
an accuracy of about 5%. The highest brightness at t
upper SL threshold was about3 3 105 photonsypulse
in good agreement with literature values [9]. At th
lower SL threshold we were able to determine the pul
width down to a brightness of about3 3 104 photonsy
pulse.

For photon detection we used two fast MCP-PMT’
(Hamamatsu R3809U-52) which are sensitive betwe
200–650 nm operating at the same sufficiently low cou
rate [4]. To avoid problems with the color dependence
the PMT response, all investigations were carried out wi
optical filters. The PMT’s were connected to the star
respectively, stop input of the TAC (Ortec 457) via 1 GH
preamplifiers and two constant fraction discriminator
(Canberra 2126) to achieve the lowest possible tim
jitter. The response of this experimental setup to a 300
400-nm laser pulse was 49 ps (63 ps). This corresponds
well to the autocorrelation of the time transit sprea
(30 ps) of the two MCP-PMT’s as it is specified in the
1406
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data sheets of the multipliers. Assuming that the sum
of the squares of the real pulse width and the instrume
response function is equal to the squared observed pu
width, a time resolution of about 20 ps can be estimate
[Fig. 2(a)].

Figure 2(b) shows the result of a TC-SPC experimen
at room temperature at about 1.2 bar driving pressure a
a gas concentration of 1.8 mgyl O2 measured with an UV
filter in the range 300–400 nm. The two smaller peak
left and right of the main peak are due to reflections o
the SL pulse at the glass-air interface. Subtracting the
reflections and deconvoluting the result leads to the puls
shape shown in Fig. 3. For comparison additionally to th
measured SBSL curve in Fig. 2 the forward convolution
of Fig. 3 is shown. The SL pulse is nearly Gaussian wit
a slightly slower decrease at one side. Whether this sid
is the beginning or the end of the pulse cannot be decide
from the experimental data alone, because of the symme
of an autocorrelation function. Theoretical consideration
discussed below lead to the pulse shape as plotted. T
FWHM of the SL pulse in this case is 138 ps (610 ps). The
dependence of the SL pulse width on the driving pressu
at three different dissolved air concentrations in the liq
uid at room temperature is shown in Fig. 4. With constan

FIG. 2. (a) Response to a 300–fs 400-nm laser pulse. Th
response corresponds well with the convolution of the tim
transit spreads of the two multipliers. (b) curve A: SL
pulse as measured with TC-SPC with a UV filter (300–400
nm). The two smaller peaks left and right of the main pea
are due to reflections of the SL pulse at the glass flas
Curve B: Additionally to the measured SBSL signal the
forward convolution of Fig. 3 is shown.
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FIG. 3. SL pulse after subtraction of the reflections an
deconvolution. The pulse shape is slightly asymmetric and
FWHM at 1.2 atm driving pressure and a gas concentration
1.8 mgyl O2 at 22±C is 138 ps (610 ps).

gas concentration the FWHM is shortest at the onset
the SL and increases monotonically with increasing dr
ing pressure by nearly a factor of 2 at the upper SL thre
old. The FWHM of the SL-pulse width also increases wi
the gas concentration. The shortest pulses of about 60
(66 ps) we measure at the lowest possible air concen
tions at the onset of the SL, the longest of about 250
(610 ps) at the upper stability threshold of the air conce
tration and the driving pressure, respectively. The acc
racy of the pulse width measurements is mainly limited
the accuracy with which the pressure and the gas conc
tration can be controlled. This accuracy is at the sho
est pulses about610% and at the longest it is better tha
65%. In the unstable SL region, where the brightness
not stable, the pulse width varies and can therefore not
determined with TC-SPC.

To test the dependence of the SL pulse width on t
observed wavelength we also measured with differe
optical filters. The result is shown in Fig. 5. The puls
width and shape does not show a significant differen
in the UV (300–400 nm) and in the red (590–650 nm
part of the spectrum for all driving pressures and g
concentrations.

The results show that the SL-pulse width ranges fro
60 to 250 ps depending on driving pressure and g

FIG. 4. Dependence of the FWHM of the SL pulse width o
driving pressure and gas concentration at room temperature
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concentration. This is a little bit more than the estimate
pulse width by Barberet al. [2], but it differs significantly
from the results obtained by Moranet al. [3]. The pulse
width increase with increasing gas concentration is
qualitative agreement with Barber’s observation, but
gave neither quantitative data for the observed increase
the rise time nor values for the gas concentration and
driving pressure. Also in the streak camera measureme
of Moran, who used a 20% glycerine/water mixture
10±C, the corresponding data are not specified, so tha
direct comparison of the different experimental results
difficult. For a criticism of the Moran experiment, which
could explain the large difference to our results, see [1
We cannot exclude that there is a regime of stable S
where the pulse width is shorter than 50 ps, but in t
simple case of air bubbles trapped in clean degassed w
at room temperature and at a driving pressure where
bubble can easily be seen with the unaided eye, our res
clearly show that the pulse width is always larger tha
100 ps. At low driving pressures where the pulses a
shorter the SL emission is invisible for the unaided eye.

The large width of the observed light pulses in ou
case compared with known literature values can
discussed within a simple model. It is well known
[11,12] that the Gilmore equation [13] represents a ve
accurate approximation for the collapse of the bubb
under constant pressure. Even if the system investiga
is driven by an alternating field, the dynamics of th
collapse, especially near the instant of minimal radiu
is well described by the constant pressure collapse t
starts at the same maximum radius as the driven syst
We have calculated the temperature inside the bubble
coupling this equation to the energy equation of the g
inside the bubble [14]. Using this model the SL-puls
width may be estimated by the width of the temperatu
peak shown in Fig. 6. As parameters for driving pressu
P0 and equilibrium radiusR0 the experimental values
from Fig. 3 were used. From this temperature peak w
estimate the SL pulse width under two assumptions: th

FIG. 5. SL pulse width measured at different parts of th
spectrum. For the ease of comparison the pulses are
deconvoluted but without the glass wall reflections. (Red: 590
650 nm, UV: 300–400 nm).
1407
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FIG. 6. Calculated temperature pulse. As parameters f
driving pressure and equilibrium radius, the experimental value
from Fig. 3 were used.

the light emitting process is either blackbody radiation o
bremsstahlung from a plasma [15,16].

In the case of blackbody radiation this simple mode
can explain the pulse width in the UV, the increas
of the pulse width with increasing driving pressure an
increasing gas concentration, and the total amount
radiated power in the observed spectral range with
a factor of 2. But it leads to a much larger pulse
width in the red than in the UV and can therefore no
explain the results shown in Fig. 5. In the case o
bremsstrahlung the model additionally can explain th
identical pulse width in the red and UV, but in this case
it cannot explain the total amount of radiated power
The mean temperatures during the collapse under th
uniform pressure assumption reach onlys1 2d 3 104 K,
which is about a factor of 2–3 too low to account for
bremsstrahlung of the observed intensity. This can be
indication that the assumption of a uniform pressure insid
the bubble, which neglects the local temperature rise [17
underestimates the temperature in the bubble. We stre
the fact that using the Rayleigh-Plesset equation instead
Gilmore’s equation leads to a 2 times larger pulse width
an effect being due to the neglect of the dependence
sound velocity on the pressure in the liquid.

In conclusion, our results show that TC-SPC is an ide
tool for characterizing the SL pulse width and shape i
dependence of the many parameters influencing the S
brightness. In the parameter range investigated in th
study the pulse width increases from about 60 ps
1408
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low gas concentrations and low driving pressures to ove
250 ps at high gas concentrations and high driving pres
sures. The pulse is identical in the red and UV parts o
the spectrum and is nearly Gaussian with a slightly slowe
increase. A comparison of the experimental values with
a simple model exclude that SL is blackbody radiation
but corresponds with the assumption that bremsstrahlun
could be the underlying light emitting process.
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